CANVAS NETWORK: HELPING CANVAS CLIENTS SOLVE TODAY’S CHALLENGES.

Is Canvas Network for you? Canvas Network is a great tool for schools that...

- **Grant recipients.** Have faculty who are recipients of grants that require information or findings to be disseminated to the public through open online courses.
- **Statewide, National Programs, or other Collaborative Projects.** Are co-sponsoring statewide programs that require faculty to create educational modules for peers.
- **Global Reach.** Are actively growing their international student body.
- **Marketing and Brand Awareness.** Are looking for innovative ways to elevate brand and attract learners.
- **Professional Development.** Are actively seeking free PD opportunities for faculty and staff.
- **Non-Traditional Business Models.** Are preparing to pilot non-traditional educational models.

INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS

“Global One Health is the university’s largest, interdisciplinary example of institutional teamwork operating on a global scale. When our OSU Global One Health initiative needed a platform to host a collection of 15 courses, we knew that Canvas Network would be a good location. We were pleased that Canvas Network supported our efforts by providing the project team with their own sub-catalog on the platform”.

Tom Evans, Open Learning Program Manager, The Ohio State University

FACULTY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

“Swinburne University of Technology moved to Canvas as the institution’s LMS last year. It seemed sensible to stay with the same platform that our technical people were learning... Canvas Network allows me to provide higher education teaching professional development on the global stage...”

Kym Fraser, Associate Professor, Swinburne University of Technology

NON-TRADITIONAL BUSINESS MODELS

“The [Canvas Network] MOOC strategy implemented resulted in pedagogical innovations that are now influencing teaching and learning university-wide—and have led to significant monetary gains with an enrolment impact of over £1.15 million the first year and more than £42,000 in brand recognition.”

Syed Munib Hadi, Head of Academic Innovation Hub

To learn more simply contact Canvas Network team using the courses@canvas.net or email hmelander@instructure.com directly. Our services are free. We do require Canvas Network clients to submit a signed Canvas Network Agreement by a Dept. Head or Chair.